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From USA Today bestselling author K Webster comes a steamy and emotional MM
romance!When you're the sheriff of Brigs Ferry Bay, certain things are expected of
you.Marry a local girl, settle down, have a few kids. You know, the small-town
dream.But I've got a secret I'm terrified will get out.I'm gay.Not bi. Not curious. Not
confused.Just gay.So, settling for that dream won't be happening.If this secret gets out,
the people I serve and protect, especially my father, won't be accepting. I'm not brave
like my high school sweetheart, Kian.The day he came out was the day I had to let him
go, and with it, love.I've done a great job of pretending I'm perfectly fine being single.
Until a villainous and annoyingly charming new B&B owner, Dante Kincaid, rolls into
town. The spark between us is electric and undeniable. He wants to give me a taste of
what he has to offer, and better yet, he vows to be discreet. I'm too selfish to refuse.
But my secret is still a heavy burden, leaving me handcuffed to expectations and
unable to fully grasp what I want-him. History has a way of repeating itself, but this time
around, with Dante, it'll hurt a lot worse.I have to decide if I'm going to let love slip away
again or if I'm going to finally fight for it. ***Brigs Ferry Bay is a steamy MM romance
series. While each book can be read as a standalone, in order to get the full
experience, they're best read in order. Enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, hurt
comfort, age-gap romance, and so much more. Fall in love with the charming smalltown gay romances of Brigs Ferry Bay...***
The first in an enthralling new mini-series of novellas from the #1 bestselling authors of
the House of Night, Dragon's Oath tells the story behind the House of Night's
formidable fencing instructor – the love that will transform him, and the promise that will
haunt him In early 19th century England, long before he's a professor at the Tulsa
House of Night, Bryan Lankford is a troublesome yet talented human teen who thinks
he can get away with anything... until his father, a wealthy nobleman, has finally had
enough, and banishes him to America. When Bryan is Marked on the docks and given
the choice between the London House of Night and the dragon-prowed ship to
America, he chooses the Dragon – and a brand new fate. Becoming a Fledgling may be
exciting, but it opens a door to a dangerous world.... In 1830's St. Louis, the Gateway to
the West, Dragon Lankford becomes a Sword Master, and soon realizes there are both
frightening challenges and beautiful perks. Like Anastasia, the captivating young
Professor of Spells and Rituals at the Tower Grove House of Night, who really should
have nothing to do with a fledgling... But when a dark power threatens, Dragon is
caught in its focus. Though his uncanny fighting skills make him a powerful fledgling, is
he strong enough to ward off evil, while protecting Anastasia as well? Will his choices
save her—or destroy them all?
Teen mother Becky Troyer struggles for acceptance in her Amish community. When a
handsome young man named Jakob comes to help out for the summer, a friendship
that blossoms slowly soon turns to love.
Provides information on manuscript preparation, punctuation, spelling, quotations,
captions, tables, abbreviations, references, bibliographies, notes, and indexes, with
sections on journals and electronic media.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER ·
USA TODAY BESTSELLER “The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse is not only a
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thought-provoking, discussion-worthy story, the book itself is an object of art.”- The
New York Times From the revered British illustrator, a modern fable for all ages that
explores life’s universal lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white drawings.
“What do you want to be when you grow up?” asked the mole. “Kind,” said the boy.
Charlie Mackesy offers inspiration and hope in uncertain times in this beautiful book
based on his famous quartet of characters. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox, and the Horse
explores their unlikely friendship and the poignant, universal lessons they learn
together. Radiant with Mackesy’s warmth and gentle wit, The Boy, the Mole, the Fox,
and the Horse blends hand-written narrative with dozens of drawings, including some of
his best-loved illustrations (including “Help,” which has been shared over one million
times) and new, never-before-seen material. A modern classic in the vein of The Tao of
Pooh, The Alchemist, and The Giving Tree, this charmingly designed keepsake will be
treasured for generations to come.
Drive down almost any street in Webster Groves and one is filled with a sense of
timelessness. Entire neighborhoods are in the National Register of Historic Places, and
there are lovingly preserved century homes, beautiful old churches, avenues lined with
gardens, and shopping districts more reminiscent of small-town America than a thriving
suburb next door to the city of St. Louis. History runs deep here, as it is home to the
first chapter of the Red Cross and the first Boy Scout Troop west of the Mississippi, the
oldest women's organization in Missouri, the first professional fire department, and the
first public library in St. Louis County. North Webster once held the only accredited high
school for African American students in St. Louis County. Beginning as a site of country
homes for St. Louis professionals, growing through a post-World War II boom that
expanded into new neighborhoods, Webster Groves has remained true to its heritage
and history.
Public health officials and organizations around the world remain on high alert because
of increasing concerns about the prospect of an influenza pandemic, which many
experts believe to be inevitable. Moreover, recent problems with the availability and
strain-specificity of vaccine for annual flu epidemics in some countries and the rise of
pandemic strains of avian flu in disparate geographic regions have alarmed experts
about the world's ability to prevent or contain a human pandemic. The workshop
summary, The Threat of Pandemic Influenza: Are We Ready? addresses these urgent
concerns. The report describes what steps the United States and other countries have
taken thus far to prepare for the next outbreak of "killer flu." It also looks at gaps in
readiness, including hospitals' inability to absorb a surge of patients and many nations'
incapacity to monitor and detect flu outbreaks. The report points to the need for
international agreements to share flu vaccine and antiviral stockpiles to ensure that the
88 percent of nations that cannot manufacture or stockpile these products have access
to them. It chronicles the toll of the H5N1 strain of avian flu currently circulating among
poultry in many parts of Asia, which now accounts for the culling of millions of birds and
the death of at least 50 persons. And it compares the costs of preparations with the
costs of illness and death that could arise during an outbreak.
In Only in St. Louis!, Charlie Brennan shares the most incredible, strange and inspiring
stories he has come across in his three decades talking about the Gateway City.
Readers will learn: Wilt Chamberlain was traded in a St. Louis restaurant. Jesus Christ
Superstar was first staged in St. Louis, not New York. A St. Louis Cardinal pitcher beat
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Randy Johnson while drinking vodka. A St. Louis mayor was buried three times.
Supreme Court Justices laughed aloud while hearing a St. Louis case. A St. Louis
woman woke up when she heard an intruder...who turned out to be a national celebrity.
Kenny Wayne Shepherd's worst moment on stage was in St. Louis. A St. Louis man
found $1,200 in his ceiling. J.S. Bach's personal bibles are in St. Louis. A St. Louis high
school name is actually misspelled. Why Kurt Warner listed his name and address in
the phone book. The Air Force's biggest weapon is made in St. louis. John Lennon's
song "Imagine" has a St. Louis connection. The NFL's "lowest blow" has ties to St.
Louis. Twinkies were named in St. Louis. A lost wallet led to one of the best-selling
songs of the 1960s. The woman who injected John Belushi with a fatal dose hid in St.
Louis. A St. Louis man swam 292 miles of the Mississippi River without stopping. Why
General William Tecumseh Sharman could defeat the south but not City Hall. The only
company to prepare cocaine for medicinal use is in St. Louis. A St. Louis barista
became a billionaire. A man was attacked by a shark in downtown St. Louis. A St. Louis
man played basketball for St. Louis Community College, football for Yale and is now a
top national journalist. Brennan, host of "The Charlie Brennan Show" on KMOX and
provocateur of "Donnybrook" on KETC-TV, curates these and other stories for the first
time in one volume.

This well-researched, lavishly illustrated book documents the growth of Webster
Groves High School throughout the twentieth century and celebrates 100 years
of excellence in education.
The long-awaited new novel from one of America’s most highly regarded
contemporary writers, The Committed follows the unnamed Sympathizer as he
arrives in Paris in the early 1980s with his blood brother Bon. The pair try to
overcome their pasts and ensure their futures by engaging in capitalism in one of
its purest forms: drug dealing. Traumatized by his reeducation at the hands of his
former best friend, Man, and struggling to assimilate into French culture, the
Sympathizer finds Paris both seductive and disturbing. As he falls in with a group
of left-wing intellectuals whom he meets at dinner parties given by his French
Vietnamese “aunt,” he finds stimulation for his mind but also customers for his
narcotic merchandise. But the new life he is making has perils he has not
foreseen, whether the self-torture of addiction, the authoritarianism of a state
locked in a colonial mindset, or the seeming paradox of how to reunite his two
closest friends whose worldviews put them in absolute opposition. The
Sympathizer will need all his wits, resourcefulness, and moral flexibility if he is to
prevail. Both literary thriller and novel of ideas, The Committed is a blistering
portrayal of commitment and betrayal that will cement Viet Thanh Nguyen’s
position in the firmament of American letters.
In this town, I'm free from shameA place where everyone knows my
nameGlamorizing corpses to feed a needThat's why they call me Skeleton
KingThey all worship me, but they don't know the real meAll they see is my
painted faceTruth is, I'm terrified, all the hope inside me diedDeath and cold will
forever be my morbid fateThen she showed me something moreSomehow
stealing death's allureTrigger Warning: This book contains many triggers and this
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warning should be taken seriously. The sexual and graphically depicted scenes
in this novel are not for the squeamish and will be disturbing for some readers.
Sometimes, the lessons of childhood are damaging enough that, by eighteen,
you've figured out some rules so you don't repeat your parents' mistakes. For
Mandy, that meant finishing her last year of high school, going to college, and
then returning to small-town Sugar Creek to live a solitary life as a writer.That
was the plan, and her main rule for avoiding complications and staying on track
was to never, ever, EVER let someone get too close.That was before she met
Gabe.And when Gabe starts to awaken emotions she's never experienced,
Mandy suddenly begins to question every belief she's ever had.She can't be
falling in love, can she? That would be the biggest mistake of her life, wouldn't it?
Could she break one of her most important rules-for Gabe?
Seventeen-year-old Steph has her heart set on a new beginning for the eleventh
time. A move to Webster Grove introduces her to a new school, new friends, and
new experiences-including a few tender glances from her sexy English teacher.
When she learns that Mr. Rivera is only a few months away from becoming
family-his brother is marrying her mom!-she must do whatever she can to fight all
of the growing suspicions about the time they're spending together. When odd
family circumstances only push her closer to the man she's dreaming of, Steph
has no choice but to hold it together ... or risk losing it all.
The international Number 1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by Richelle
Mead is NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher Stakes.
ONLY A TRUE BEST FRIEND CAN PROTECT YOU FROM IMMORTAL
ENEMIES . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal vampire. She must be protected at all
times from the fiercest and most dangerous vampires of all - the ones who will
never die. Rose Hathaway is Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard. Now, after
two years of illicit freedom, they've been dragged back inside the iron gates of St.
Vladimir's Academy. The girls must survive a world of forbidden romances, a
ruthless social scene and terrifying night-time rituals. But above all, they must
never let their guard down, lest the immortal vampires take Lissa - forever . . .
'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're
suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy
series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2)
Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise
(Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last
Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off
series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4)
Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
This best-selling textbook is unique because of its focus on the political side of
bureaucracy. Presenting bureaucracy as a political institution, this book covers
the controls on bureaucracy and how bureaucracy makes policy. It is known for
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its current survey of the political science literature and interesting topical
examples and case studies.
You can't go back. You can't go back. You can't go back. Ten years ago, Wendy
Lake fell in love with Simon Guidry, who grew up and went away. Now, not much
has changed. She's back at home, back from college, almost back to normal.
Until Wendy's best friend gets engaged, sending Simon ricocheting back into her
life, and leaving Wendy with the questions she's been struggling to ignore. Do
people ever really change? Do two people, who can never make it work, actually
make it right? And most importantly, does she even want to?
History of Sears Kit Homes with info on how to find and identify these old kit homes.
Alson includes photos, graphics, diagrams and oral histories from workers at the Sears
Mill and people who built their own Sears Home. Also history on Richard W. Sears and
Alvah Roebuck; history on Sears and Roebuck, Co.
It's not about the rules anymore. It's about the sacrifice.She's already given up too
much to lose faith now.Gabe has walked away, and Mandy's fate with the Raddick
Initiative is hanging in the balance. Media attention has the whole town talking. Friends
are making wild assumptions, and one of her own teammates has turned on her.She
doesn't know where she stands anymore-not with her father, her sister, her district
team, or the man she's fallen in love with.Her dad is a habitual liar, her sister is keeping
secrets, and Gabe won't even look in her direction. She wants answers. She wants to
break down their walls. She's convinced the world is out to get her, but one, hard look
in the mirror could've saved her from learning the truth the hard way: it's her walls that
are causing most of the damage.
In this “brave and heartbreaking novel that digs its claws into you and doesn’t let go,
long after you’ve finished it” (Anna Todd, New York Times bestselling author) from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of All Your Perfects, a workaholic with a toogood-to-be-true romance can’t stop thinking about her first love. Lily hasn’t always had
it easy, but that’s never stopped her from working hard for the life she wants. She’s
come a long way from the small town where she grew up—she graduated from college,
moved to Boston, and started her own business. And when she feels a spark with a
gorgeous neurosurgeon named Ryle Kincaid, everything in Lily’s life seems too good
to be true. Ryle is assertive, stubborn, maybe even a little arrogant. He’s also sensitive,
brilliant, and has a total soft spot for Lily. And the way he looks in scrubs certainly
doesn’t hurt. Lily can’t get him out of her head. But Ryle’s complete aversion to
relationships is disturbing. Even as Lily finds herself becoming the exception to his “no
dating” rule, she can’t help but wonder what made him that way in the first place. As
questions about her new relationship overwhelm her, so do thoughts of Atlas
Corrigan—her first love and a link to the past she left behind. He was her kindred spirit,
her protector. When Atlas suddenly reappears, everything Lily has built with Ryle is
threatened. An honest, evocative, and tender novel, It Ends with Us is “a glorious and
touching read, a forever keeper. The kind of book that gets handed down” (USA
TODAY).
Secrets, secrets, are no fun! And with each day that passes in Webster Grove, eighteenyear-old Steph is learning that lesson the hard way. Between dodging stares, kisses,
and mixed signals from the man of her dreams, Steph has more on her plate than she
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can handle. With wedding plans officially underway for the Rivera/Ghijk wedding, Steph
is working overtime to lose weight and finally fit into her bridesmaid gown. And if all
that's not enough, she's pulled into a lie that forces her to start holding up appearances
with a new (fake) boyfriend. With her three best friends at her side and one beautiful
man in her heart, Steph has to decide if happily ever after is worth the wait...
Although Yuji Itadori looks like your average teenager, his immense physical strength is
something to behold! Every sports club wants him to join, but Itadori would rather hang
out with the school outcasts in the Occult Research Club. One day, the club manages
to get their hands on a sealed cursed object. Little do they know the terror they’ll
unleash when they break the seal... -- VIZ Media
Frank has been plagued by nightmares throughout his life. He is 21 years old, going to
college and just trying to have fun with his friends. It’s always been a little different for
him because his parents died in a plane crash when he was just a baby. If that was not
enough, he has been able to predict various different tidbits of the future since his 13th
Birthday. Frank’s nightmarish visions about the future begin to get worse as the
planetary alignment of the solar system approaches. Unfortunately his life is about to
swirl completely out of control. Only one woman can keep him safe in the future, but he
has to save her life first. Mandy Murdock is a patrol officer of the Webster Police
Department. She is very ethical and very new to the department. She will soon learn
that others in her department don’t share her sentiment about upholding the law. Rex
is one of Frank’s closest friends and has pissed off the Mistress, the oldest living witch
in the United States. She pre-dates back to when the USA was just the 13 colonies. Of
course nobody knows who she is or that she exists at all until her precious house cat
Foofy gets ran over by one drunken 20 year old named . . . Rex. The Mistress orders
her powerful werewolf, Mr. Wolf to exact retribution on Rex and all his friends. What’s
even worse is that local drug manufactures wind up blaming one of Rex’s friends for a
ton of missing marijuana. They decide to employ a professional assassin from the city
of New York. Stevie is just an average cute ten year old boy that gets picked on by
neighborhood bullies. He is unaware that he possesses the perfect genetic composition
that could enable the survival of one of the most powerful demons. Xmanithon strikes a
bargain with the child in a desperate attempt to survive the physical perils of the new
world that he has stumbled across. Stevie might become more powerful than he could
ever imagine, but the power could come with the ultimate price.
Eighteen-year-old Steph is facing many uncertainties, and the problems just keep piling
up! Secrets from the past are slowly unraveling, close relationships are falling apart,
and big revelations stand to test the strength of true friendships. Will love and
forgiveness be enough to conquer all of the truths that are coming out? Steph can't find
the answer, but she's praying she can figure it out before she leaves for Paris ... if she
decides to go at all.
This fully re-edited, modernised play text is accompanied by insightful commentary
notes, while its lively introduction provides an essential contextual grounding in the
court scandals, anti-Catholic sentiment and Senecan drama that formed a backdrop to
Webster's tragedy. Exploring the challenges of staging this highly melodramatic play,
Karen Britland guides you through the most interesting points of its rich performance
history, and analyses recent productions such as Dominic Dromgoole's version at the
Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, starring Gemma Arterton. Analysing its masterful poetry,
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she shows how the work can be harnessed to engage in contemporary social debates
about privacy, torture, surveillance, and personal freedom, and empowers you to do
likewise. Supplemented by a plot summary, annotated bibliography and a companion
website providing thought-provoking podcasts, production images, useful web links and
sample questions and essay ideas, this edition is the most enlightening and engaging
you will find.
When a class assignment requires seventeen-year-old Julie to shadow someone on the job,
she's overwhelmed by the decisions she'll have to make. After all, she has no clue what she
wants from life post-graduation. So when her Uncle Charlie, Oakland's Chief of Police,
suggests Julie fulfill her twenty hours of required job shadowing at the local police department,
she's thrilled at his solution. Thinking she'll spend her days filing paperwork behind a desk, she
finds herself quickly agreeing to his proposition. But Julie's expectations are quickly turned
upside down when she meets Luke, the young and handsome (albeit somewhat stubborn)
officer she's assigned to shadow on patrol. With every hour she logs with Luke at the wheel,
her feelings stir deeper, and Julie can't help but wonder if what she's feeling has developed
into more than just a little crush.
Desire is a double-edged dance. Lexie Underhill works her tail off in hopes of winning her
adoptive father’s approval. It’s never enough. The stinging proof? He’s brought in a
reorganization expert. As if the prospect of losing her job in the family business isn’t enough,
Cameron Rowe’s sexy, intimidating presence makes her palms sweat. When Lexie’s face
appears on a scandalous freeway billboard, her protestations of innocence go unheard. With
orders to save the family name—or else—she marches into the bar the billboard was advertising
and comes face-to-face with an identical twin sister. Roxie is wild and free, everything Lexie
isn’t. Before the night is out, she welcomes the chance to explore her own sensuality. As she
dances wantonly on the bar, suddenly Cam is there, kissing her as if he has the right. The
sizzle between them breaks out in four-alarm desire, but Lexie has recalibrated her life plan.
And the equation doesn’t factor in Cam—until she’s sure where his loyalties lie. With her…or
her father’s company.
Seventeen-year-old Steph has her heart set on a new beginning for the eleventh time. A move
to Webster Grove introduces her to a new school, new friends, and new experiences--including
a few tender glances from her sexy English teacher. After signing up for a costuming position
on the school production of Romeo and Juliet, co-directed by none other than the gorgeous Mr.
Rivera, Steph soon learns the difficulties of withstanding the pursuit of forbidden love.
His dying mother's insistence leads an eleven-year-old black child to be raised by his disabled
uncle, in the swamps of the Mississippi Delta in the early 1900s, and to recall her tireless work
to fund a stained glass window for her church.
From the intersection of public and private fear, Kerri Webster’s award-winning collection
speaks of anxiety and awe, vanishings and reappearances. A city both rises and falls; worlds
are simultaneously spoken into being and torn down by words. “This is how time sounds,”
Webster writes; this is the hum and click of bodies “desirous of believing we’re all vehicle,
every wet atom of us,” even as the saved seeds root in the fallen brickwork and the artifacts
pile up: wisdom teeth, hummingbird skulls, plumb bobs, icons, antlers, incandescent bulbs.
Grand & Arsenal begins “Bless me I am not myself,” but it is not long before the probability of
being blessed is revealed to be as remote as the concept of a whole self. Thus begins the
book’s defining struggle, enacted by a multitude of voices which move from rush to stumble
and back again—meanwhile using all the tools we as a culture use to hold fear at arm’s length.
We hear a familiar irony, as in “On a trip West, porn in the hotel room. I can take or leave it.
The climax that puts me in the seats? World’s end.” We hear humor, as in “I believed in . . . / .
. . a certain apocalypse not so much foretold as crafted / by large-brained monkeys.” We hear
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understatement, as in “knowing it does not matter / in the grand—she would say scheme, I
would say / mishap—.” Most importantly, though, these poems allow for the fleeting triumph of
an undefended voice, which appears often to emerge tentatively from a sort of exhausted
collapse.
Wallace Neff may have been the preeminent architect of Spanish colonial-revival houses in
Southern California, but surprisingly little has been written about him, despite the publicity he
received for designing great estates for Hollywood legends such as Mary Pickford. "I just build
California houses for California people," this exceedingly private architect told friends and
clients. In fact, Neff was an ambitious and inventive designer who was not only adept at
manipulating traditional styles to please famous, wealthy clients like Cary Grant, Claudette
Colbert, and Darryl Zanuck; he was also a pioneer in low-cost housing and pneumatic building.
The Bubble House, as his best-known Airform structure was fondly nicknamed, had a social
vision as compelling as that of any modernist housing project. Wallace Neff and the Grand
Houses of the Golden State tells the life story of this significant architect, who was raised as
Southern California aristocracy -- an heir to one of the founders of Rand McNally & Company -and grew up to influence the course of architectural history in California. Illustrated throughout
with lush black-and-white archival photographs that document Neff's family life and
professional accomplishments, journalist Diane Kanner's compelling narrative offers a behindthe-scenes look at the development of residential architecture in Southern California. The first
comprehensive analysis of the life and work of this undiscovered master, it is sure to become a
classic. Pilar Viladas is the design editor of the New York Times Magazine.
"Madison Kate Danvers was murdered tonight." Those words changed my life, and not for the
better. They were wrong, of course. I wasn't dead. But I was set up. After being charged with a
string of offences--and made an example of by my political minded father--I'm eventually
released back into Shadow Grove with one thing on my mind. Hate. Someone is going to pay
for derailing my carefully laid out future. Someone is going to catch the full force of my hate.
How very convenient that someone just moved into the bedroom down the hall from me.
Archer D'Ath and his boys messed with the wrong chick and they're about to learn just how
cold Madison Kate's hate can run. **Please Note: This release date will change as the book
comes closer to completion** HATE is a full length mature college/new adult romance with
enemies-to-lovers/love-hate themes. This is a reverse harem novel, meaning the main
character has more than one love interest. This is book one of four in the series.
"This is the story of North Webster, a small black community within an upper-middle-class
suburb of St. Louis, Missouri. It tells of the ambiguous relationship between blacks and whites
in Missouri, of slavery and freedmen, of segregation and civil rights, of poverty, politics,
ambition and heroes. It is the story of families and churches and an outstanding school, a story
in which we find the human potential for perseverance and achievement"--Page 1.
Eleven year-old Ethan Allen Doyle has witnessed a brutal murder and now the boy is running
for his life. Olivia Westerly is the only person Ethan Allen can trust, and he's not too sure he
can trust her. She's got no love of children and a truckload of superstitions--one of them is the
belief that eleven is the unluckiest number on earth. Olivia avoided marriage for almost forty
years. But when Charlie Doyle happened along, he was simply too wonderful to resist. Now
she's a widow with an eleven-year-old boy claiming to be her grandson. With a foul mouth,
dark secrets and heavily guarded emotions, Ethan Allen Doyle is not an easy child to like. He
was counting on the grandpa he'd never met for a place to hide, but now that plan is shot to
blazes because the grandpa's dead too. He's got seven dollars and twenty-six cents, his
mama's will for staying alive, and Dog. But none of those things are gonna help if Scooter
Cobb finds him.
A complete compilation of the Webster Grove novellas: The New Girl, Under the Mistletoe,
Secrets to Keep, Coming Out, and All Good Things. THE NEW GIRL: Seventeen-year-old
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Steph has her heart set on a new beginning... for the eleventh time. A move to Webster Grove
introduces her to a new school, new friends, and new experiences- including a few tender
glances from her sexy English teacher. After signing up for a costuming position on the school
production of Romeo and Juliet, co-directed by none other than the gorgeous Mr. Rivera,
Steph soon learns the difficulties of withstanding the pursuit of forbidden love. UNDER THE
MISTLETOE It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas in Webster Grove, but seventeen-yearold Steph isn't in the mood to celebrate. When Mr. Rivera's attitude goes from bad to worse,
Steph makes it her number one priority to help the Christmas Grinch rekindle his relationship
with the holiday spirit. Meanwhile, Webster Grove High's newest student, Isaac Peyton, is
raising the eyebrows of every girl in school, and keeping Steph on her toes with his
questionable motives. With the days ticking by, all Steph wants is to turn a seemingly blue
Christmas into a holiday she'll never forget... SECRETS TO KEEP: Secrets, secrets, are no
fun! And with each day that passes in Webster Grove, eighteen-year-old Steph is learning that
lesson the hard way. Between dodging stares, kisses, and mixed signals from the man of her
dreams, Steph has more on her plate than she can handle. With wedding plans officially
underway for the Rivera/Ghijk wedding, Steph is working overtime to lose weight and finally fit
into her bridesmaid gown. And if all that's not enough, she's pulled into a lie that forces her to
start holding up appearances with a new (fake) boyfriend. With her three best friends at her
side and one beautiful man in her heart, Steph has to decide if happily ever after is worth the
wait... COMING OUT: Eighteen-year-old Steph is facing many uncertainties, and the problems
just keep piling up! Secrets from the past are slowly unraveling, close relationships are falling
apart, and big revelations stand to test the strength of true friendships. Will love and
forgiveness be enough to conquer all of the truths that are coming out? Steph can't find the
answer, but she's praying she can figure it out before she leaves for Paris... if she decides to
go at all. ALL GOOD THINGS: After five years of working side-by-side in Paris with one of the
most esteemed fashion designers in the industry, twenty-three-year-old Steph Ghijk has
packed her bags and returned to the States. Upon her arrival in the familiar town of Webster
Grove, Steph takes on a directing position for the high school drama production - putting her in
very close quarters with a man who hasn't quite forgiven her for her long overdue return.
Unable to choose between her heart and her head, Steph is taking each day at a time... and
hoping the love she once had will be the final love of her life.
Florissant, Missouri, is an old city with a distinguished history. Like many other places, it is part
of slavery's legacy. This book examines slavery in and around Florissant and explores the
history of the African American experience in North St. Louis County.
Pickleball: Tips, Strategies, Lessons & Myths by John Callahan of Callahan Pickleball
Academy. John is a Certified Pickleball Professional & U.S. Open Gold Medal
Winner.Chapters include: Advice For Players With A Tennis Background, Advice For Players
With Little Or No Sports Background, 35 of My Students' Favorite Lessons, 10 Dangerous
Myths That Will Hurt Your Game, My Favorite Drills and Tips For Warming Up.
Anarchy is the SECOND in a new Shadow Grove series. Several characters cross over to the
Madison Kate series but it is not necessary to read MK's story first. HADES is a contemporary
new adult reverse harem series, which means the leading lady has several love interests and
never has to choose in order to find her HEA. ??? Five years ago, I made a choice that I
haven't regretted a day since. I protected the single most important person in my world, my
little sister. I protected myself, and I seized control of the Tri-state Timberwolves. Since then,
I've wielded that power with an iron fist. Done whatever it took to take care of my people. Kept
us out of the public eye, and kept us safe. Now a ghost from my past is threatening my
position. Challenging me. Peddling their poison and breaking my rules. Stabbing at me in the
dark. Blowing up my fucking club. But this last attack has taken it one step too far. They have
no idea the lengths I'll go to protect what is mine. And Lucas? He's mine. They want anarchy?
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They haven't seen anything yet. ??? Anarchy is book TWO of FOUR in the Hades series.
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